The need to simulate from a univariate density arises in several settings, particularly in Bayesian analysis. An especially efficient algorithm which can be used to sample from a univariate density, f X , is the adaptive accept-reject algorithm. To implement the adaptive accept-reject algorithm, the user has to envelope T • f X , where T is some transformation such that the density g(x) ∝ T −1 (α + βx) is easy to sample from. Successfully enveloping T • f X , however, requires that the user identify the number and location of T • fX 's inflection points. This is not always a trivial task. In this paper we propose an adaptive accept-reject algorithm which relieves the user of precisely identifying the location of T • f X 's inflection points. This new algorithm is shown to be efficient and can be used to sample from any density such that its support is bounded and its log is three-times differentiable.
where M is some constant and D is the support of f X , i.e., D = {x : f X (x) > 0}. After finding this density g, one then generates a candidate value of X, y, from g and then accepts y as a draw from f X with probability
Implementing the accept-reject algorithm can be difficult, however, since finding a density g that satisfies (1) is not always trivial. Gilks and Wild (1992) propose a simple way to arrive at such a function when f X is log-concave, i.e., when
where l(x) = log [f X (x)] . Their resulting accept-reject algorithm is referred to as the adaptive acceptreject algorithm. Gilks and Wild begin by selecting points within D (we refer to this set of points as A = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m }, where x 1 < x 2 < · · · < x m ). They then connect the lines tangent to l at the points (x 1 , l(x 1 )) , (x 2 , l(x 2 )) , . . . , (x m , l(x m )). This constructs a piecewise linear function u * which, because of l's concavity, is greater than l. Gilks and Wild then set M g(x) = exp {u * (x)}, making g a piecewise exponential function. A candidate value of X, y, can then easily be sampled from a density proportional to g and accepted as a value of X with probability f X (y) {M g (y)} −1 . If y is not accepted as a sampled value of X, the point y is then added to the set A, the function g is appropriately updated, and the process is repeated.
It is often the case that evaluating f X at candidate values of X is computationally expensive. If evaluating f X at candidate values is burdensome, an alternative is to consider a function b that is easier to evaluate at candidate values of X and is less than f X . One can then accept a draw from g as a draw from f X with probability b(y) {M g(y)} −1 . If y is not initially accepted as a draw from f X , one can then accept y as a draw from f X with probability f X (y) [M g(y) ] −1 . The closer the function b is to f X , the less frequently one has to evaluate f X at candidate values of X, and the more efficient the algorithm. In Gilks and Wild, log • b is a piecewise linear function that is created by connecting the points (x 1 , l(x 1 )) , (x 2 , l(x 2 )) , . . . , (x m , l(x m )). While this squeeze accept-reject algorithm is efficient and easy to implement, its drawback is clear: it only applies to densities that are log-concave. One option is to employ the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in that region of D where the density is not log-concave (Gilks et al. (1995) , Meyer et al. (2008) ). This option is not ideal for two reasons. To begin with, the user has to account for the fact that draws of X within this region depend on one another and only follow the true distribution asymptotically. Secondly, implementing this strategy in matrix-friendly software such as R or Matlab is impractical. Employing the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm requires looping, and this can be computationally very expensive in these languages.
Concavity of l guarantees that b(x)
An alternative is to use the ratio-of-uniforms method introduced by Wakefield (1991 Wakefield ( , 1994 . This method does not require that the density be log-concave, but the optimization procedures involved in this algorithm can be computationally burdensome (Meyer et al., 2008 ). Yet another alternative to consider was proposed by Hörmann (1995) . He generalized the result given in Gilks and Wild (1992) by proposing a sampling algorithm for distributions which are T −concave. In this case, T is any transformation (T : (0, ∞) −→ R) such that T • f X is concave and the density g, where g(x) ∝ T −1 (α + βx) , is easy to sample from. This algorithm can obviously be applied to more densities than the algorithm proposed by Gilks and Wild (1992) , but it requires the user to identify a suitable transformation, T .
Evans and Swartz (1998) extend the algorithm of Hörmann by relaxing the restriction of T −concavity.
Their algorithm can be applied to any density that is both T −concave and T −convex, provided that the inflection points of T •f X are known. With the inflection points known, the intervals in which f X is T −convex and T −concave can be precisely defined. With these intervals defined, constructing an envelope for f X is simple. In those intervals where f X is T −concave, the upper and lower bounds of f X are constructed just as they are in Gilks and Wild; an upper bound for T • f X is formed by connecting lines tangent to T • f X and a lower bound is formed by merely connecting points on the curve T • f X . In those intervals where f X is T-convex, the opposite applies; an upper bound of T • f X is formed by connecting points on the curve T • f X and a lower bound is formed by connecting lines tangent to T • f X . Figure 2 illustrates the concept of how they construct their envelopes. While the algorithm of Evans and Swartz can be applied to more densities than that of Hörmann, it still requires the user to identify the inflection points of T • f X . Identifying these inflection points (either analtically or numerically) may be difficult to do, however. Evans and Swartz recognize this and thus list some transformations, T , which often make this process less burdensome. The new algorithm proposed in this paper makes this process less burdensome by sparing the user of having to precisely locate T • f X 's inflection points; in this new algorithm, the user merely has to identify k intervals which contain the k inflection points of T • f X , where T = log. The details of this new algorithm are described in Section 3.
A Modified Adaptive Accept-Reject Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, the algorithm proposed in this section does not require the user to identify the exact locations of T • f X 's inflection points. Recall that identifying the inflection points of T • f X may not be a trivial task. To do this analytically, for example, one has to find the roots of (T • f X ) , and to find the inflection points of T • f X numerically (using Newton's method, the Secant method, etc.), several conditions have to be checked so that convergence to an inflection point is guaranteed.
For the algorithm proposed in this paper, the user just has to identify k non-overlapping intervals 
where x Ii is the i th inflection point of l, b i l is the "l"ower bound of B i , and b iu is the "u"pper bound of B i .
Condition 2
If, going from left to right, l goes from concave to convex around
, where J and K are defined in Condition 2.
The theorem below guarantees the existence of k such intervals. 
and Condition 3 is satisfied when
The last two inequalities in ( 
Constructing the Interval
1. Let the user enter the initial/naive endpoints of 
6. While (mod = 1) do the following:
This algorithm shrinks the interval B i until Conditions 2 and 3 are satisfied (and Theorem 1 guarantees that for an interval small enough, Conditions 1, 2, and 3 will be satisfied). The algorithm tightens B i by
, testing which side of the inflection point G is on (steps 6(b)-6(c)), and then replacing b i l (or b i u ) with this number if it is below (or above) the inflection point.
With this shrunken version of B i , the algorithm tests to see if the equations given in (3) and (4) hold (steps 
So 
Constructing an Envelope for l(x)
Since the behavior of l varies from interval-to-interval, the technique used to construct the envelope of l varies from interval-to-interval. This section is thus divided into two parts. In Section 3. 
Recall that when l is concave within D i , the upper bound of l is formed by connecting these tangent lines, and when l is convex within D i , the lower bound is formed in this way. The point at which the lines t
for j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. 
for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, where z can thus be expressed as follows 
Enveloping l in the intervals
is concave.
The proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix.
Since g is concave within each B i , it is simple to construct an envelope for g (and thus l) within these intervals. Just as in Evans and Swartz, this initially involves considering a set of points within B i , X Bi . We
, where x
1 and x Bi m are the left and right boundary of B i , respectively, and
Since g is concave within B i , the upper bound of g is formed by connecting these tangent lines. Note that the lines t 
for j = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1. 
Now observe that the line connecting z
B i j−1 , g z B i j−1 and z B i j , g z B i j is given by s B i j (x) = g z B i j + g z B i j − g z B i j−1 x − z B i j z B i j − z B i j−1 , for j = 1,
The lower and upper boundary for g within B i (labeled h
Bi and p Bi , respectively) can thus be expressed as
With these bounds on g, it follows that the lower and upper bound for l within B i , can be expressed as
j , and
respectively.
Note that to successfully construct these bounds within the intervals B 1 , B 2 , . . ., and B k , it must be the case that
where B = k j=1 B j . If, after constructing the intervals B 1 , B 2 , . . . , and B k , it is not true that l(x) < 0 ∀ x ∈ B, then the density to be sampled from can be multiplied by an appropriate constant so that the equation in (5) is satisfied.
With the bounds on l formed, values of X can now be generated from f X (x) = exp [l(x)]. The details of how this is done is given in Section 3.3.
Generating Values Of X Using the Modified Accept-Reject Algorithm
Recall that to generate n values of X, where X ∼ f X , using this modified accept-reject algorithm, the user initially has to construct the sets B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k , D 1 , D 2 , . . . , and D k+1 . The instructions on how to to construct these intervals are given in Section 3.1 of this paper. The user then needs to consider a set of points H = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x r } and be sure that the boundaries of the intervals B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k , D 1 , D 2 , . . . , and D k+1 are included in this set. With this set of points H, the user can construct the upper and lower bounds of l. These are denoted as u and b, respectively, and are calculated as
, and
Instructions on how to calculate u A candidate value of X is then drawn from the upper envelope of f X , exp • u. To sample from the upper envelope of f X , one first has to sample the sub-interval from which the value of X, y, will be drawn. Recall that D i is divided into the subintervals z
and B i is divided into the subintervals z
in D i will be selected with probability
where w j = l z
in B i will be selected with probability
where
, and Φ ·; µ, σ 2 is the cumulative distribution function of a normal random variable with mean µ and variance σ 2 . Addi- Once the candidate value of y is generated, it is accepted as a value of X with probability b(y)/u(y). If y is initially rejected as a value of X, it will then be accepted as a value of y with probability f X (y)/u(y).
If the value of y it is still rejected as a value of X, y will be included in the set H and the entire process will be repeated until as many values of X have been generated as needed.
Note that successful implementation of this modified adaptive accept-reject algorithm assumes that the user correctly identified the number of inflection points of l. Luckily, there is a simple technique the user can employ to check for this. The technique we recommend is described in the following section.
Correctly Identifying the Number Of Inflection Points
In this section we describe a method which allows the user to test whether they correctly identified how many inflection points l has.
Let us begin by assuming that the user believes l has k inflection points and thus constructs the k intervals, B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k , according to the algorithm given in Section 3.1. For the user to be certain that l only has k inflection points, he needs to study the behavior of l (x) for all x in D, where D is the support of f X . To be more specific, the user needs to be certain that no other inflection points exist outside of B,
where B = k j=1 B j (since l is monotonically increasing (or decreasing) in B 1 , B 2 , . . . , and B k , only one inflection point exists in these intervals and the user can thus be certain that only k inflection points are contained in B). One way to show that no other inflection points exist outside of the set B is to prove that l is bounded away from 0 in the set C = D/B. This may be difficult to do, however. A simpler task may be to prove that l is bounded away from 0 in some subset of C, C sub , and then show, using alternative methods, that no inflection points exist in the remaining part of C, C rmnd , where C rmnd = C/C sub . The alternative method we recommend stems from Theorem 3 given below. The proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix.
From Theorem 3 it is clear that for the user to be sure that he has not missed any inflection points in the set C rmnd , he merely has to find M , an upper bound for |l (x)| for all x in C rmnd and then be sure that
This strategy is employed in the examples given below.
Examples
In this section, we give two examples of how this algorithm can be applied to sample from a univariate density. We consider the doubly truncated Cauchy distribution (Nadarajah et al., 2007) and the righttruncated log-logistic distribution (Lin, 2000) . Details regarding each of these examples are given below.
Truncated Cauchy Distribution Let X follow a Cauchy distribution that is truncated below at 0 and above at 7. Then X has the density f X|xo,γ where
In this case, we set x o = 1 and γ = 2. A plot of l(x) = log [f X (x)] and l are given below. Based on the plot of l given above, we guess that l has one inflection point and that this inflection point is somewhere in between 2.5 and 3.5. We thus set B 1 = [2.5, 3.4] and then modify the endpoints of B 1 according to the algorithm given in Section 3.1. Recall that this algorithm adjusts the endpoints until
Observe that for the truncated Cauchy distribution with x o = 1 and
We simulated 1000 draws from this truncated Cauchy distribution ten times. The average acceptance rate was .99. Using the method described in Section 3.4, we did check to see if any inflection points were missed. In this case, we set C sub = [0, 7] /B 1 and observed that |l (x)| < 71 ∀ x ∈ C rmnd . In each of the final samples generated, it was the case that min
and so no inflection points were overlooked.
Log-logistic distribution Let X follow a log-logistic distribution truncated on the right at 5. Then X has the density f X|α,β where
In this case, we set α = 1 and β = 8. A plot of l(x) = log [f X (x)] and l are given below. From the plot of l given above, we guess that l has one inflection point between 1.3 and 1. 
Conclusion
The algorithm proposed in this paper is a modified adaptive accept-reject procedure which can generate a sample from any univariate density that has bounded support and a logarithm which is three-times differentiable. This new algorithm merely requires the user to construct k mutually exclusive intervals which contain the k inflection points of l, where l(x) = log [f X (x)]. These k intervals have to satisfy certain mathematical properties, but with the algorithm given in Section 3.1, the user is guaranteed to find k such intervals if they can find any k mutually exclusive intervals which contain the k inflection points. Another appealing feature of this new algorithm is that the sample generated is not a Markov chain. In other words, the draws do not depend on one another and the quality of the sample does not improve with time. This new algorithm is also slightly closer to being a black-box than the other accept-reject algorithms available. In this algorithm, the only mental input required from the user are the k intervals which contain the k inflection points of l. And should the user incorrectly identify the number of l's inflection points, the techniques described in Section 3.4 offer a simple way to uncover this. This may be less work for the user than the Evans and Swartz algorithm. Recall that in the Evans and Swartz algorithm, the user has to precisely locate the inflection points of T • f X , and may have to identify a suitable transformation for the density to make this process more simple.
The one drawback of the new algorithm proposed in this paper, of course, is that it only applies to univariate densities with bounded support. This is obviously a concern when the true support of the density is R + or R. Although this feature of the algorithm deserves more investigation, it is not a practical issue.
If the support of a density were R + , for example, the user could apply our modified adaptive accept-reject procedure to the density truncated below at 0 and above at c, and then envelope the right tail of f X (f X (x) where x > c) using methods described in Evans and Swartz. That is, one could find a transformation T such that T • f X is easy to envelope for values of x beyond c. If such a transformation can't be found, then one should select c to be some number such that the probability of drawing a value greater than c is close to 0. The effect of ignoring the right tail of the density in this case would be negligible.
Another aspect of this algorithm which deserves more investigation is its sensitivity to the log transformation of the density. We focused on the log-transformation in this paper for two reasons: (1) it is straightforward to prove that g(
is concave in the intervals B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k , and (2) the function which envelopes f X (x) in the intervals B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k is proportional to the truncated normal density, and with the algorithm given in Robert (1995) , such a density is simple to sample from. It is still
